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Pawlenty unveils "green jobs" program
Minneapolis / St. Paul Business Journal - by John Vomhof Jr. Staff Writer

Gov. Tim Pawlenty on Monday unveiled an initiative aimed at creating more green jobs in
Minnesota.

The “Green Jobs Investment Initiative” features a variety of tax incentives for businesses
that either produce renewable energy or make components in rewable-energy systems, or
that produce green-building components. A broad view of “green jobs” could also include
service companies that install energy-management systems and professional services firms
that support green-sector businesses; Pawlenty's statement didn't specify what sorts of
companies would be included.

Pawlenty’s proposal includes:

• New tax incentives through a Green JOBZ program for qualifying green-job projects that
will provide the same incentives found in the state’s JOBZ program, which gives tax breaks
to companies expanding or moving into specific areas;

• $20 million in new Job Growth Investment Tax Credits, half of which will target green-
job projects that promote the state’s renewable energy goals;

• $60 million in new Small Business Investment Tax Credits for investments in qualified
Minnesota businesses, half of which will target green-job projects;

• Incentives to expand the production and infrastructure for biomethane, solar and other
renewable-energy projects;

• The creation of a “Clean and Green Technology” category for the Minnesota Cup
competition that rewards entrepreneurs for their innovation;

• Tracking the amount of energy used by state government and holding government
accountable for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and pollution.

Approximately 15,000 Minnesotans already work in “green” jobs, and that number has the
potential to grow to 114,000 by 2038, according to the Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic Development.

Nationally, approximately 750,000 Americans hold green jobs, according to a recent study
prepared by Global Insight for the U.S. Conference of Mayors. That number is expected to
grow by 4.2 million over the next 30 years, accounting for an estimated 10 percent of all
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Highlight
Tax incentives would help green companies reduce their fixed costs, helping them to reach their "break-even-point" with less units sold.

stu
Highlight
Employees represent a potential markets for these companies, people who are willing to work in a green collar job also could be segmented into a market of people who care about the environment.

stu
Highlight
More tax breaks to help with fixed costs.

stu
Highlight
Tax credits that help companies reach renewable energy goals, showing potential customers that the companies care about the environment.

stu
Highlight
If employers are being rewarded for innovating, it will help motivate them to innovate.
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This article has two main points; 

	Firstly, the “Green Jobs Initiative” gives companies tax credits for developing green technologies and products, this will decrease their overall fixed costs, allowing them to reach their breakeven point with less units sold.

	Secondly, the same program rewards innovation by companies by providing prizes for new green products, this will drive companies to come up with new products or technologies.  This could put some new technological forces into play affecting overall marketing trends.  

 The article also talks about how the amount of green jobs is growing in the state, reaching possibly 114,000 people in 30 years.  If you think about the type of people who work in green jobs you could think about them as a market segment of consumers who are interested in living a green lifestyle, working and shopping green.  
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